
This term the children have been learning about all things entrepreneurial as part the school concept focussed on Enterprise and Prep. On 
Monday the children hosted the inaugural school Market Day where they had the opportunity to sell their products and use their earnings to 
purchase items. Both the junior and senior market days were a huge success. The next three pages showcase the ventures that had a 
sustainability focus and will receive awards this Friday.



We made beeswax wraps because they are environmentally friendly. You can use them instead of plastic wrap to 
cover your sandwiches or leftovers. You can re-use them again and again. Just wash them with some soapy water 
and leave them to dry. 

We needed material and beeswax to make them. We cut the material into either circles or rectangles. We chose a 
circle shape because they will be good for covering bowls. The rectangle shape is good for wrapping sandwiches.

After we cut out the material we put beeswax over the material, put baking paper over the beeswax and then we 
got a hot iron and melted the beeswax onto the material. We had to shake them slowly so that the wax dried and 
didn’t drip onto the ground. They were super easy and quick to make.

We sold them at the Market Day for 7tm. By the end of the market we were completely sold out!

By James C, Isla R and Felix B.



A plant is like a pet; for it to thrive you have to take care of it. This is exactly the same for the environment. To 
make our ‘Plants for Pennies’ we sourced old jam jars, cardboard boxes and old glasses, as well as donated 
plants or succulents. We potted the plants into the holders and sold them at Market Day for 10-20tm. Our venture 
was extremely successful, making a significant profit. 
Eden M, Honor W, Izzy C, Rowan P, Micah W.

Grow the Future! We were hoping that using recycled materials from nature would highlight how we can use 
natural elements for everyday purposes. Our pots were made from chopped up bamboo meaning they are 100% 
natural and biodegradable. We sourced the succulents from the unused planter boxes around the school, 
replenished the soil they were planted in and put them into the bamboo holders. Our venture was incredibly 
successful, with people requesting pre orders, resulting in us making a profit on Market Day.
Bianca B, Siena B, Raya R, Sienna L, Junho S, Saffron L.



We were walking through the gully and we noticed that the gully and the school grounds were not 

being taken care of so we decided to change that. All of us of  were inspired from our passions to 

help the environment so we started Eco Warriors. We did lots of jobs to help the environment 

from moving mulch, helping the stream and removing muehlenbeckia and much more! On Market 

Day we took donations from our peers at Meadowbank School who supported our venture.

We are hoping that our venture will inspire others to take action to help sustain the environment. 

Next term we will continue our work in the gully, testing the stream water quality and working 

alongside the Meadowbank/St John’s residence association to set traps as we work towards pest 

free 2050.

By James B, Carter O, Andrew L, Jacob L, Sequioa P, Joel, Alex P, Taylor S, William.


